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Abstract 
A tournament is an orientation of a complete graph and a multipartite tournament is an 
orientation of a complete multipartite graph. Therefore, a tournament is a k-partite tournament 
with exactly k vertices, From the well-known theorem of Moon that every vertex of a strong 
tournament T is contained in a directed cycle of length m for 3 ~<m ~<]V(T)], it follows easily 
that T has at least two vertices ul and u2 such that T-u,. is strong for i=  1,2, if IV(T)] ~>4. As 
a generalization of this statement, we prove in this paper that all strongly connected multipartite 
tournaments D of order ]V(D)I~>4 have two different vertices ul and u2 such that D-  u, is 
strong for i = 1,2, with exception of a well determined family of bipartite tournaments and three 
well determined families of 3-partite tournaments. In addition, we show that the special class of 
Hamiltonian k-partite tournaments D of order n >/5 that are not 2-connected, contains a directed 
cycle C of length p or p -  1 for every 4~< p<~n such that the induced subdigraph D[V(C)] is 
not 2-connected. Furthermore, every vertex of such a digraph is contained in a cycle of length 
n -  1 or n -  2. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
K¢Svwor&v Multipartite tournaments; Strong connectivity; Vertex deletion; Cycles 
1. Terminology and introduction 
A semicomplete k-partite digraph (semicomplete multipartite digraph) D is obtained 
by replacing each edge of  a complete k-partite graph by an arc or by a pair of  two 
mutual ly opposite arcs. A semicomplete k-partite digraph without cycles o f  length 2 
is called k-partite tournament (multipartite tournament). A tournament is a k-partite 
tournament with exactly k vertices. 
A digraph D is determined by its set o f  vertices and its set of  arcs, denoted by V(D) 
and E(D), respectively. For xy E E(D), where x, y C V(D), we write x ---+ y. Let St and 
$2 be disjoint subsets of  V(D). I f  there is no arc in D leading from $2 to Si we denote 
this by $1 ...... $2. If, for example, $2 = {u} we also write Si ........ u. I f  st-~s2 for every 
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S1 E S 1 and s2 C $2 we denote this by Si -+ $2. Again we use $1 -~ u in the case $2 = {u}. 
D[S~] is the subdigraph of D which is induced by the vertex set SL. In particular, if 
$1 = V(D) \{v}  for some vE V(D) we set D[S1] =D - v. For any subdigraph D t of  
D and for any vertex xE V(D) we define d+(x,D I) (d (x,D~)) to be the number of  
out-neighbors (in-neighbors) of x in D/. 
All cycles and paths mentioned here are oriented cycles and oriented paths. A cycle 
of length t is also called a t-cycle. 
It is easy to see that every nontrivial connected graph G contains at least two different 
vertices x, y such that G - x and G - y are connected. If D is a strongly connected 
digraph, then there is no guarantee that there exists a vertex x such that D -x  is 
strongly connected. But if we consider specially a strongly connected tournament T
with at least four vertices, then it follows easily from the well-known theorem of Moon 
[8] that every vertex is contained in a cycle of  length m for 3 ~<m ~< IV(T)], that T has 
at least two vertices u~ and u2 such that T - ui is strong for i = 1,2. Indeed, the same 
is true for strong quasi-transitive digraphs of at least four vertices which was shown in 
1995 by Bang-Jensen and Huang [2]. In 1994, Guo and Volkmann [6] have proved that 
also every strong locally semicomplete digraph D with [E(D)[ > IV(D)[ + 1 has at least 
two vertices with this property. This class of digraphs has been introduced by Bang- 
Jensen [1] in 1990, where he has shown that every strong locally semicomplete digraph 
D with [E(D)I > IV(D)[ has at least one vertex u with the property that D-u  is strong. 
Both classes, the quasi-transitive digraphs and the locally semicomplete digraphs, form 
further attractive generalizations of tournaments. In a quasi-transitive digraph, the in- 
neighborhood of every vertex is completely adjacent to its out-neighborhood. In a 
locally semicomplete digraph, the set of in-neighbors as well as the set out-neighbors 
of every vertex induce a semicomplete digraph, where a semicomplete digraph is a 
simple digraph with no non-adjacent vertices. 
In this paper we shall prove that all strongly connected multipartite tournaments D 
of order [V(D)I >~4 have two different vertices ui and u2 such that D-  ui is strong for 
i = l, 2, with exception of a well determined family of  bipartite toumaments and three 
well determined families of  3-partite tournaments. 
In 1991, Goddard, Kubicki, Oellermann and Tian [4] have proved that the existence 
of a t-cycle in a k-partite tournament ( /> 5 and k ~> 3) that consists of vertices from at 
least three distinct partite sets implies the existence of a shorter cycle of  length t - 2 
or t - 3. In particular, one can conclude that a Hamiltonian k-partite tournament of 
order n/> 5 with k/> 3 contains a cycle of length n - 2 or n - 3. For the special class of 
Hamiltonian k-partite tournaments that are not 2-connected, we show that there exists 
even a cycle C of  length p or p - 1 for every 4<~p<<,n such that D[V(C)] is not 
2-connected. Furthermore, we prove that every vertex of  such a digraph belongs to a 
cycle of  length n -  1 or n -  2. 
Our results are based on structure results of non-strong multipartite tournaments 
which we shall present in the next section. 
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2. Structure of non-strong semicomplete multipartite digraphs 
Theorem 2.1. Let D be a non-stronq semicomplete k-partite diqraph with the partite 
sets V~, ~ . . . . .  ~. Then there exists a unique decomposition of" V(D) into pairwise 
di.sjoint subsets XI ,X2 . . . . .  Xt~ , where X, is the vertex set of  a stronq component qf  D 
or 8 C VI ./or some 1 <. l <. k such that 8-~.~X/ and there are xi ~ 8 and xi ~ l ~ X, i 
such that x, --, xi, i .for every 1 <~ i < j  ~ p. 
Proof. If  D~,D2 . . . . .  D,. are the strong components of D, then we proceed by in- 
duction on r. Since the statement is obvious for r =2 ,  we now assume that r~>3. 
Let V(DI )U . . .  U V(D,._I) be uniquely decomposed in Xi . . . . .  X t, with the desired 
properties. Assume first that there is no arc leading from D,. to Xi U ...  UX~,. Then 
85,,--,D, for all 1 <~i<~p. I f  there is an arc from X/, to D, let X~,.+ 1 = V(D,). Otherwise. 
IV(D,.) I = 1 and we add V(D,.) to Xf,. In both cases we found a valid decomposition 
of V(D) which is clearly unique. 
Now let l~<i~< p be the smallest integer such that there is an arc leading from D, 
to 8 .  By the definition of  i, X/-~..*D,. for every 1 <~j<i and, obviously, D,. "S r  for 
every i~ j  <<. p. If  i = 1 the decomposition is given by V(D,.),XI,X2 . . . . .  X/,. 
Now assume that 2 ~<i~ p. If there is an arc leading from 8 i to D,, then anal- 
ogously to the case above, XI . . . . .  8 -  l, V(D,.) ,8 . . . . .  Xp is the unique decomposition 
with the desired properties. Otherwise, this is done by Xj . . . . .  X, tUV(D,  ). 
x, . . . . .  xp. [;] 
The unique sequence XI ,X  2 . . . . .  Xp of D described in Theorem 2.1 is called the 
linear decomposition o f  D. 
Corollary 2.2. Let D be a non-stron9 semicomplete multipartite diqraph contain- 
in9 a Hamiltonian path. Then the stron9 components qf  D can be uniqueh' labeh,d 
DI,D2,... .D,., r>~2, such that Di- .*D i and there are xiC V(Di) and xi i~ V(D, E) 
such that x, -+ xi+l .for every 1 <~i < j  ~r. 
Proof. Let V~, ~ .... , I~ be the partite sets of D. By Theorem 2.1, there is a decompo- 
sition Xt . . . . .  Xp of  V(D) with the desired properties, where 8 =D/  for some I ~<j~<r 
or 8 C_ V~ for some 1 ~< l ~ k. Since D contains a Hamiltonian path, 8 c Vt implies that 
181 1. Therefore, 8 is a strong component of  D and the result follows. ~Z 
The unique sequence D),D2 . . . . .  D,. of D in Corollary 2.2 is called the stron.q de- 
composition o /  D. 
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3. Vertex deletion in strong multipartite tournaments 
Definition 3.1. ~ denotes the family of bipartite tournaments with the partite sets 
V l={al ,a2  . . . . .  am} and V2={bl,b2 . . . . .  bin}, where ai--+bi and bi---+a/ for every 
l<~i,j<~m, i¢ j .  
I f  we add a new partite set /:3 = {c} to the vertices of D E ~ such that c--+ ai and 
b~--+ c for every 1 ~< i ~< m, we obtain the family of 3-partite tournaments ~2. 
Now consider a digraph DE J2. By adding a new vertex a,,+l (bm+l) to VII (V2), 
where a,,+l---+c and V2---+am+l (c--+bm+l and bm+l ~ VI), we obtain the family of 
3-partite tournaments ~1 ( j -2).  Let Y33 = 3"-3 l U ~32. 
Finally, define 3-- = ~ U ~--2 U Y33 (see Fig. 1 ). 
Theorem 3.2. Let  D be a strong multipartite tournament o f  order n >~4. There are 
two distinct vertices ul, u2 E V(D) such that D - ui is strong for  i = 1,2 i f  and only 
i f  D~Y.  
Proof. Assume that D E Y .  If  D E Yl, then D - ai is not strong for any 1 ~ i ~< m, since 
d- (b i ,D -  ai)=O. Analogously, D-  bi is not strong for l~ i~m.  Now let DEY2.  
Obviously, D -  c is strong. But again D-  ai and D-  bi are not strong for any 1 ~< i ~< m. 
I f  DE  Y3 ~, then, by the same arguments, am+~ is the only vertex of D such that D-am+l 
is strong. Analogously, for DE J3 2, D -  x is strong if and only if x=bm+l.  Hence, 
if there are vertices ul, u2 E V(D), ul ~ u2, such that D - ui is strong for i = 1, 2, it 
follows that D ~ 5-. 
Conversely, let D ~ Y .  
Case A: D is not Hamiltonian. 
The argumentation i  this case is based on a method in [5]. Let C=xlx2 . . .x tx l ,  
t<n,  be a longest cycle in D and assume that there is a vertex uE V(D) \V(C)  such 
that d+(u,C)=O.  Since D is strong, there exists a shortest path P=z lz2 . . .Z~ from 
1 1 I \ , /  ii 1 5~ 
Fig. 1. 
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u =z l  to C, where s>~3. Let, without loss of  generality, Z, =x3. If x2 and z, z are 
adjacent, then x2 ---+ z.,.-2 and we obtain a cycle of  length t + 2, a contradiction. Hence, 
x2 and z,-2 belong to the same partite set of D. Therefore, xl and z~-2 are adjacent 
and xl -~Z~ z, which leads to the cycle xtz,-2z,. IX3...XtXE of  length t + 1, contrary 
to the assumption. Therefore, d-(u,  C)~> 1 for every uE V(D) \V(C) .  Analogously, we 
deduce d- (u ,C)>~l .  Obviously, D -  u is strong for every uC V(D) \V(C)  and the 
result follows if ]V(D)\V(C)]  >12. 
Now let V(D) \V(C)={u}.  By the arguments above, u has positive and nega- 
tive neighbors in V(C). Since C is a longest cycle in D, it is not possible that 
x , .~u-~x i+ l  for some l<~i<~t, and hence there exists an integer j ,  l<~j<~t, such 
that XJ-~ ~ u---~X/+l. But now D-u  and D-  x/ are strong and we are done. 
Case B: D is Hamiltonian. 
First let n = 4. I f  there are four distinct partite sets in D, then D is a tournament 
and the result follows by the theorem of Moon. Hence, let D be a k-partite tournament 
where k C {2, 3}. For k = 3, it is easy to see that D C .~ ,  a contradiction. Analogously. 
D E .~ l for k = 2. 
From now on let n~>5. I fD -x  is strong for every x E V(D), there is nothing to 
prove. Hence, let yE  V(D) be such that D-y  is not strong and let C = yx lx2. . .x , ,  ~" 
be a Hamiltonian cycle of  D. Further, by Corollary 2.2, let D~,D2 . . . . .  D,, r>~2. be 
the strong decomposit ion of  D-  y. Since there is no arc leading from D~ to Di for 
1 <~i<j<.r,  we have V(D1 )={x l  . . . . .  XI~'ID )}, V(D2)={xi¢l/9~ ) q I . . . . .  xllI¢), )i-ll (z):)}, 
etc. We consider three cases according to the size of  the strong components of D. In 
the following, Vt, ~ and V3 denote distinct partite sets of D. 
Case 1: ]V (Dp) l=s>l  and ]V (D1)U. . .UV(D l, i ) [>1 or ]V(Dt , . I )U . . . !_ J  
V(D, ) ]> I  for some l<~p<~r. 
Since D l, is strong, we have s >~ 3, and therefore this case is only possible for n >~ 6. 
Without loss of generality, let p = 1 and hence ] V(D2) U • • • U V(D,.)] = t > 1. Further- 
more, let x,. ~ ~ Vj and x,. E V2. Consider the vertices x; ~ i and x, + 2. 
If  x,.~l ~ Vi, then x , - i  ---+x,+l since Dl-.~*Di for all i>~2, and therefore D - x, is 
strong. Analogously, D -x, .+l  is strong for x,-+2 ¢ ~.  For x;~ i C ~], we have x, _~ - -x , .  
and x;- i  ~x, .}2 and, again, D -x ;  is strong. If  x , .~2¢~,  assume first that t>~3. In 
this case, x~--+x,+3 and since x~-i---+x,~2, D-x , . ,  I is strong. Now let t=2.  Clearly, 
y and x, are adjacent. I f  X~ ~ Y, we deduce that D-  x,._l is strong. For y ~ x,. the 
same holds for D-  X,. i. Altogether, we found two vertices with the desired property 
in any case. 
Case 2: IV (Dp) l> l  and IV(DI )U . . .  UV(D,  i)1~<1 and IV(Dt,_,)U . . .  U V(D,.)[ 
~<1 for some l~<p~<r. 
Without loss of generality, let p = r - 1, i.e. {V(Dp+ ~ ) U •. - U V(D,.)] = IV(D,.)] = 1. 
Note that in this case V(D,.) = {x, l }. Let x,, t E E and y C ~.  Clearly, r = 3 or r = 2 
and V(D,. i )=V(D2)={x2,x3  . . . . .  x,, 2} or V(D,. 1) V(D1)={x~,x2 . . . . .  x,, z}, re- 
spectively. Suppose to the contrary, that there are no ut,u: C V(D), ul ¢ u2, such that 
D - u~ is strong for i = 1,2. 
Subease 2.1: There exists x C V(D,. i ) such that x ~ v. 
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Since Dr_l is a strong component of D - y, it follows that D - xn 1 is strong. 
Now xn 3E V1, since otherwise xn-3 --+x,_l and D - x,_2 is strong, a contradiction 
to the assumption. Hence, x~_4-~xn_l and y and xn-3 are adjacent. Suppose that 
Xn_3--+y. By the existence of the cycles yxlx2. . .x~ 4Xn-lY and yxlx2. . .xn_3y , it 
follows that D-xn_2  is strong. Thus y---~x~ 3. I f  n=5,  we see that D--xL is strong 
and we derive the same contradiction. Hence n/> 6. I f  x~ 5 ¢ Vi, we have the cycles 
yxlx2. . .x,_sx, ,  ly and yxn-3Xn 2X,,-ly in D and therefore D-x ,_4  is strong. Hence, 
x~_5 E V1, x~_6 -~xn-i  (for n~>7) and y--+x,_5, since for xn-5 -+ y we have the cycles 
yx lx2 . . .xn -sy  and yx~ 3x,-2x, IY and thus D-  x,-4 is strong. Analogously, we 
deduce that x~-7 E V1, xn_g-+x,_ l  (for n ~>9) and y--~x,-7, and gradually we obtain 
xl E Vi or x2 E VI. In the latter case, D-  xl is strong since y-+x2.  Hence, xi E VI and 
y-+xi  for every l~ i<<.n-3 ,  where i is odd. Further, since Dr-t ~w~D,., xj--~x~ i for 
every 2 ~<j ~<n-  2, where j is even. 
Suppose that xi --+ xj for some 1 ~< i, j <~ n - 2, where i is odd, j is even, and j ~ i + 1. 
In this case, D-  Xi+l is strong and, therefore, we have d+(xi)= 1 for every xiE V1. 
Now assume that X~--+ xm for some 2 ~<j, m ~< n - 2, where both numbers are even. 
Then D-  Xm I is strong, a contradiction. Hence there is no adjacency between the 
vertices in V(D1)\V1, and therefore all of  them belong to the same partite set. By the 
assumption of  Subcase 2.1, at least one of these vertices is adjacent o y, and thus 
X~ E V3 for every 2 ~<j ~< n - 2, where j is even. 
I f  y--+xj for some xjc//3, the cycles yxlx2 ...Xi 2xn-ly (for j~>4) and YXiX/+I ... 
x,,_l y imply that D-  Xi i is strong. Therefore, V3 ~ y and we finally deduce that 
D E Y3, a contradiction. 
Subcase 2.2 :y '~Dr -1  and x,-3 ~ V1. 
In this situation D -xn  2 is strong. Hence, by the assumption and since y ~-* D,~-l, 
it follows that x2 E//2 and therefore x2--+x~ I. Clearly, y---~x3. I f  x l ¢ V1, we have 
xl -~x,,-i and thus D-x2  is strong. Hence xl E VL. Analogously, it follows that xjE V2 
and xiE Vl for every 1 <~i,j<~n- 4, where j is even and i is odd. 
I f  x,_4EV1, we have x, 3E V2 and V3 ={x~ 2}. Analogously to the Subcase 2.1 
we deduce that d+(xi)= 1 for every xiE Vi. Further, V2 ---*x,_2, since i fxn-2 "--+X/ for 
Xi C V2 it follows that D - x/_ ~ is strong. Hence, altogether, we see that D E J2. 
Now let x,-4 C V2. By the assumption, it follows that xn-3 E V3. Clearly, x,-2 E V2. 
By the same arguments, we conclude that d+(xi)= 1 for every xi E V1 and (V2\{xn 2}) 
-+ V3. Therefore, D E Y3. 
Subcase 2.3: y-~.*D,.-l, x~-3 E V1 and x,,-2 ¢ V2. 
In this case x,-4---~x, 1 and y--~x,,-3. Further, since x,_2 and x~ i are adjacent, 
xn 2 ~ V3 and, since y-~Dr -1 ,  we have y---~x,, 2. It follows that D-  xn-3 is strong. 
Again, if n=5,  then D-x~ is strong, too. Hence n>~6 and analogously to Subcase 
2.2, we deduce that x~EV~ and x/EV2 for every l<<.i,j<~n- 5, where i is odd and 
j is even. Since y---+x~ 3 it follows that x,_4EV2 and hence x,_sEV~. Again, we 
conclude that d+(x~)= 1 for every xiEV~ and V2---, V3={x,_2}. This implies that 
D~3.  
Subcase 2.4: y~,Dr -1 ,  x, -3E V~, xn 2E//2 and x~-4¢ V2. 
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Clearly, x,, 4E V3- I f  n=5,  we have DE+~,  a contradiction. For n~>6 assume first 
that x,,-5~ l~. Now x,, 5---*x,, l and therefore D - x,,.-4 is strong. Analogously to 
Subcase 2.2, we deduce that D E J~). (It is easy to see that x,, 5 C V_,.) 
Now let x,,-5 E Vt. Obviously, x,, 6 --~x,,-i and hence D-x , ,  ~ is strong. Analogously 
to the case above, it follows that D C .~.  
Subcase2.5:  y~..,D,, t,x,, 3EVI, x,, 2E~ andx,, 4~.  
Obviously, this case is not possible for n=5.  Hence n~>6. If x,, -5 ~ ~'~, i.e. x,, 5 ~ tT~, 
then D-  x,, 4 is strong and again this leads to D~,~.  
Therefore, let x,, 5cVt. Now let k, 1-<,k<.n 6, be the largest integer such that 
xaE V3. 
If such k does not exist, then D is bipartite with xi~I/ i  and x/E ~ for every 
l<~i , . /~n 1, where i is odd and j is even. Since y... ,D,, i, it follows that 
v-+(Vl \{x, ,  i}). Ifxi---+X/ for some xiE Vi and x/E ~,  then D-X/_ I  is strong since 
D contains the cycles yxlx2. . .x i_2x~, lY, yxixix/+l . . . .  vi ~x,, ~y and yx ix~ .... v,,_ ~.v. 
Analogously, D -  x~t is strong in this case. Therefore, we conclude again that 
d ' (x~)= 1 for every x ,c  Vt which implies DE.Y-j. 
I f  such k exists, consider the vertex xx~ t. For x~.-1 C Vi, the situation is analogous to 
the one of Subcase 2.4, and D~,~ or Dc=,Y-3, respectively. For xa~ i ~ V, we deduce 
that DE .~,  since we are in the situation of  the current subcase for x,, 5 ~ ~. 
Case 3: IV(Dr, ) ] -  1 for every 1 ~<p~<r. 
In this case we have r -n -1 .  Assume first that r~>6. If there are 1 <~i,j<~n-3. iC j ,  
such that x, and x~.2, respectively x) and x/-2, belong to different partite sets of D, 
then D - x~ _ j and D - X/+~ are strong. 
Now assume that the situation above occurs only once, say x~E V~, x,, ~ ~,  and 
x,-2~V~. Since r>~6, there are three other vertices in V(D) \{y} .  Without loss of 
generality, let xi i,x~-2 ~ V(D) \{y} .  By assumption, x, t ~ ~ and xi 2 ~ ~. Therefore, 
xi 2 -+x ,~ and xi-~ ---'xi*2, and hence D-x i  and D-x~ are strong. 
In the remaining case, x+ and xi+2 belong to the same partite set for every 1 ~< i ~< n-  3. 
Analogously, x l -+ x4, x2 -~ xs, and x~ --~ x(~, which implies that D -x3  and D .r4 are 
strong. 
Now let r= 5 and, without loss of  generality, let .r~ ~ V~ and y¢  ~. Further, let i, 
2 ~i~<5. be the smallest integer such that x i¢  K~. I f  such i does not exist, we have 
V~ = {xl ,x3,xs} and ~ = {y, x2,x4}. Hence y and x3 are adjacent. If  y--*x~, then D-r2  
is strong and if x~ ---* y the same holds for D - x4. Furthermore, D - x3 is strong and 
we are done. 
If such i exists, suppose to the contrary that there are no distinct vertices u~ and 
u2 such that D - u/ is strong for j = 1,2. First, let i = 2 and consider the case .v3 ~ l~. 
Obviously, D-x :  is strong. Therefore, by assumption, x2 ~ v. This implies that D-x3  
is strong, too, if x4~Vl. Hence x4~V~. But now x?~x4 and D-x3  is strong, a 
contradiction. Hence x3 ff V~ and assume that x2 ~ v. In this situation, D - x3 is strong 
since x~---*x4. Clearly, x5 5 Vl and therefore x~-*xs .  If v--*x~, then D-  x: is strong 
and if x3 --~ v the same holds for D-  r4. For ) '~  x2, we see that D-x l  is strong and 
the result follows analogously. 
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I f  i = 3, we have x2 E V2 and D - x2 is strong. By assumption, X4 E V2 and hence 
xl ~ x4 and x2 ~ xs. Therefore, D - x3 is strong, too. 
Now let i -4 .  In this case x2 E V2, x3 E VL and D-  x3 is strong. Hence, x5 E V~. 
Further, x3 and y are adjacent and for x3---~y or for y---+x3, we have that D-x4  or 
D-  x2 is strong, respectively. 
In the last case, let i = 5. Now D-  x4 and D -x3  are strong. 
Finally, if  r = 4, i.e. n = 5, the result follows analogously. 
Since we have considered all possible cases, the theorem is proved. [] 
Corollary 3.3. Let D be a strong multipartite tournament o f  order n>~4. Then D 
contains a vertex uE V(D) such that D - u is strong i f  and only i f  D~ Yl.  
Corollary 3.4. l f  D is a strong k-partite tournament with k>~4, then there are two 
distinct vertices ul,u2 E V(D) such that D - ui is strong Jbr i = 1,2. 
Our results can be extended to semicomplete multipartite digraphs. In fact, we have 
a characterization f  strong semicomplete multipartite digraphs D of order n >/4 having 
the property that there are two distinct vertices ul, u2 E V(D) such that D-  ui is strong 
for i = 1, 2. This characterization in terms of  forbidden families is similar to the one in 
Theorem 3.2. In particular, Corollary 3.4 remains valid for semicomplete multipartite 
digraphs. 
4. Cycles in multipartite tournaments 
Let D be a strongly connected k-partite tournament with k/>3. Then Bondy [3] 
proved in 1976 that D contains an m-cycle for all m E {3, 4 . . . . .  k} and Gutin [7] showed 
in 1984 that D has a (k + 1)- or (k + 2)-cycle when each partite set has at least two 
vertices and k/> 5. Furthermore, Goddard, Kubicki, Oellermann, and Tian [4] proved 
in 1991 that the existence of a t-cycle in a k-partite tournament, where t~>5 and k>~3, 
that consists of vertices from at least three distinct partite sets implies the existence of  
a shorter cycle of length t - 2 or t - 3. Therefore, a Hamiltonian k-partite tournament 
of order n ~> 5 with k >~ 3 contains a cycle of  length n - 2 or n - 3. In connection with 
this cycle structure problem, we present he following results. 
Theorem 4.1. Let  D be a Hamiltonian but not 2-connected multipartite tournament 
o f  order n, n>~5. ThenJbr  every p, 4<~p<~n, D has a cycle C o f  length p or p -  1 
such that D[V(C)] is not 2-connected. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on p, where the case p = n is valid by the hypothesis. 
Now assume that there is a p-  or (p -  1)-cycle C with the desired properties in D 
for some 5 ~< p ~<n - 1. We have to show that this leads to the existence of  such 
a (p  - 1)- or (p  - 2)-cycle in D. I f  C has length p - 1, we are done. Hence let 
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C=yxtx2 . . .xp  ly  and, without loss of generality, let D[V(C)]  v be not strong 
with the strong decomposition DI,D2 . . . . .  D,., r >~ 2. 
Assume first that ]V(DI)] =s~>3 and let X,+l ~ Vt, where V~ is a partite set of D. If 
x, i ~ Vl, then x, l ---+x,-1 and we obtain the cycle yxt . . .x ,  jx,+l ...x~, ~3' of length 
p 1. Further, D[V(C) \{x ,} ]  is not 2-connected since D[V(C) \{x ,} ] -  y is not strong. 
If x, _~ ~ V~, then x, 2 --+x~-i which leads to a (p -2 ) -cyc le  with the desired properties. 
Now let ]V(D~)I= 1. Since p -  1>~4, we have IV(D2)t~ .-. ~ V(D,)]~>3 and the 
result follows analogously by considering the vertex .r~. 
Clearly, bipartite tournaments contain only even cycles, and hence in this case 
Theorem 4.1 is best possible. The tbllowing examples show that there exist other 
multipartite tournaments with a lot of  cycle lengths omitted. 
Example 4.2. Let D be a 3-partite tournament with the partite sets [~ = V~l~ l~i -~. 
where Vi I -{a2 ,a3  . . . . .  ap} and VI 2 = {al,at,+l,al,~2 . . . . .  a2/~}, ~ = V~IU ~'~, where V~ I = 
{b,,b2 . . . . .  bl,,~f, } and ~2={bp+l,Dp~ 2 . . . . .  ~/' '}'  and V~={e}, containing the 
Hamiltonian cycle C = cal bl a2b2.., a2f, b21,c. Let further a~ ~ b/ and bi ~ a/. ~ for every 
1 ~<i<j~<2p, and (VII U ~1)--~c-+ (I~2 U ~2). 
Clearly, D -  c is not strong. There are cycles of length 3,4 . . . . .  2p + 1 and every 
t-cycle, where t is odd and 3<~t<<,4p + 1 in D. But D contains no cycles of length 
2p + 2,2p + 4 . . . . .  4p. 
Example 4.3. Consider the (p + 3)-partite tournament D of order 4p + 1 such that 
p=2q is even and Vi = V1L U V12, where VIl = {al,a2 . . . . .  aq} and VE 2 = {a~/_t,a~t~2 . . . . .  
a3q}, ~ = ~1 CJ ~2 where ~l ={bl ,b~ . . . . .  bq} and ~2 = {bq÷l,bq+2 . . . . .  b~,/}, V3 = {c}, 
and V4={v4} . . . . .  V#+3={vp~3} are the partite sets of D. Let C=cv4L,5.. .r , , .3a, 
bla:b2 ...a3qb3qc be a Hamiltonian cycle of D and let E(D)  contain further the fol- 
lowing arcs: 
v/-~v, for every 6~<i+2~<j~<p+3,  
a,---~bi and bi---~ai+l for every 1 <~i~j<~3q, 
( (V j ' \{a l} )U~I ) -+v , , , - -~(V I~U~ 2) for every 4~<m~<p+3,  and a , -~  v,,~ for every 
4~<m~<p+2,  
c ~ l" 4 and v,,, --+ c for every 5 4 m 4 p + 3, 
( VII I U ~1 (j {b3q}) -+ c --+ (VII 2 U (~2\{b3q})) .  
Then D-  c is not strong. Furthermore, D contains cycles of length 3,4 . . . . .  2p ~ 1 
and a t-cycle, where 3~<t~<4p+ 1 and t is odd, or 2p+2<~t<<,3p and t is even. But 
there are no cycles of length 3p + 2, 3p + 4 . . . . .  4p in D. 
Theorem 4.4. Let D be a multipartite tournament o~ ~ order n >~ 5, which is Hamilto- 
nian and not 2-connected. Then every vertex o lD  is contained in a eyele ~/  len.~lth 
n-  1 o r  n -  2. 
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Proof. Let C = yx lx2 . . .x , _ ly  be a Hamiltonian cycle of  D and, without loss of  gen- 
erality, let D-y  be not strong with the strong decomposition DI,D2 . . . . .  D,., r>~2. We 
consider three cases according to the cardinality of  the strong components Di. In the 
following V1 and V2 denote distinct partite sets of  D. 
Case 1: [V(Dp)]>I and ]V(D1)U- . .  UV(Dp_ l ) l~ l  and IV(Dp+I)U . . .  U V(Dr)] 
~<1 for some l<~p~<r. 
Without loss of  generality, let I V(Dp+l ) U . .- U V(D,.)[ = 1 and hence p = r - 1 and 
V(Dr) = {xn-I }. Let x,,_ t E VI. 
Subcase 1.1 : x , -4 ~ V1. 
In this situation x,,-4--,x,,-i and therefore every vertex vE V(O)\{xn_2,xn-3 } is 
contained in the (n -  2)-cycle C' =yx lx2  ...x,,-4x,,-ly. To prove the claim for xn 3, 
assume first that x, -3 has no positive neighbors on C ,  i.e. C'--~x,_3. In this case, 
and if n/>7, x,, 5 ~x , , -3  or x,,-6---,x,,-3 and therefore x~-3 is contained in the cycle 
yxlx2. . .x jx~ 3... y, where j E {n - 6, n - 5}, of  length n - 1 or n - 2, respectively. For 
n = 6 set xn-6 = y and for n = 5 we have x,-5 = y. I f  there exists a positive neighbor 
of  xn-3 on C ~, label the vertices of  C '= vlv2 ...v,,-2vl such that vl =Xn-4 .  Further- 
more, let i, 2 ~< i ~< n - 2, be the smallest integer such that x, 3 ~ vi. By the definition 
of  i, we have vi-i ---~x,-3 or, i f  vi 1 and x,,-3 belong to the same partite set of  D, 
vi-2 ~x~-3 .  Hence x~ 3 is contained in the (n -  1)-cycle vlv2... Vi-lX,-3vi...  v~_2Vl 
or in the (n - 2)-cycle vlv2.., vi-2x,-3vi. . ,  v~-2Vl. 
For the vertex xn-2, the claim follows analogously by considering the negative neigh- 
bors of  Xn-2 on C'. 
Subcase 1.2:xn-4 E VI. 
Let x,,-2 C V2. Since x, -3 and x~_j are adjacent, we have x,,_3 ~x , , - i  and the result 
follows for every vertex vE V(D) \{x , -2}.  To verify the statement for x,,-2, assume 
first that xl ¢ V2. In this situation Xl and x, 2 are adjacent, and for xn 2 ---~xl we are 
done. Hence X l---+x,-2. Obviously, there is nothing left to show for n ~< 6. Thus n ~> 7 
and let 1 <~i<~n -4  be the largest integer such that xi---~x,,_2. Since the result is 
obvious for i E{n-  5 ,n -  4}, let i<~n-  6. By the definition of  i, xn_2~x j  for every 
i< j<.n -4 .  I fx i+l c V2 we deduce x,,_2---+xi+2 and hence xn-2 is contained in the (n -  
1)-cycle yxt ...xix,, 2xi+2 . . .Xn--3Xn--ly. NOW let xi.1 ¢ V2. In this case x,,-2 ---+xi+l and 
since x,, 5--~x~-t the vertex x,,-2 belongs to the (n -  2)-cycle yxl ...xix,-2X~+l ... 
Xn 5Xn l Y. 
Now consider the case when xj E V2. Clearly, x~-2 is adjacent o y and to x2. Since 
we are done if  x,,_2--+y, let y---~x,,-2. For x,-2--+x2, the vertex x,-2 is contained in 
the (n -  1)-cycle yXn--2XzX3...Xn--3Xn IY. Therefore, x2---,x,,-2 and the result follows 
analogously to the case when x l ¢ V2, by considering the largest integer i, 2 ~< i ~< n-  4, 
such that xi ~ x,-2.  
Case2: IV(O~)l=s>l and IV(D~)u-.. u V(O,_~)l ~>2 or [V(Op+, )U . . .  UV(Or)l  
~>2 for some l~<p~<r. 
Without loss of  generality, let ]V(Dp+I )U . . .  U V(Dr)I/>2 and let x.,.+l E Vi. 
Since the result follows analogously to Subcase 1.1 if x~-2 ¢ V1, let x~-2 C V~. Fur- 
thermore, let xs C V2. Now the result holds for every vertex v E V(D)\{X,.}. I f  xs+2 ¢ ~,  
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then x,--~x~+2 and we are done. Hence x~+2E ~.  But now x,._ ~ --~x~-2 and the claim 
fol lows analogously to Subcase 1.1. 
Case 3: IV(Dp)l= 1 for every l~<p~<r. 
Let xl E Vi and assume first that n =r+ 1 ~>6. l fx3 C Vi, then xl ---~x3 and x2 ~x4 or 
x2 --~xs, and hence every vertex is contained in an (n 1 )- or (n - 2)-cycle. Now let 
x3E Vt. Since X l -~x4,  there is the (n -2 ) -cyc le  yx lx4xs . . .x ,  lY in D and it remains 
to verify the statement for the vertices x2 and x3. Clearly, x2 ---+ x4 or x2 ~ x5 and hence 
the result holds for x2. The same is valid for x3 i f  x3 ~ x5 or i f  n ~> 7. In the remaining 
case n = 6, the vertices y and x3 are adjacent and in each case x3 is contained in a 
cycle o f  length 4. 
For n = 5, we consider the cases x3 ~ Vi and x3 C V1 analogously. 
The last example shows that the condition that D is not 2-connected is necessary in 
Theorem 4.1 as well as in Theorem 4.4. 
Example 4.5. For every p >~ 2, the 3-partite tournament with the partite sets Vi, ~,  and 
V3, where IV11 = I~l = Iv31 = p and Vi --+ ~ ---+ ~ ~//]1 is Hamiltonian and p-connected. 
However,  it contains cycles o f  length 3, 6, 9 . . . . .  3p only. 
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